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From the Peptomist From the Peptomist 
May 7, 1924May 7, 1924

The UWS observatory first The UWS observatory first 
pops up in the student news-pops up in the student news-
paper with what was probably paper with what was probably 

one of if not the first of its one of if not the first of its 
famed open houses.famed open houses.

Archivist’s Note: Archivist’s Note:   The Bellman was a supplement to the paper written and edited by students who attended the McCaskill model high school The Bellman was a supplement to the paper written and edited by students who attended the McCaskill model high school 
operated inside of the old McCaskill building. The supplements appeared from the 1930s-1940s.operated inside of the old McCaskill building. The supplements appeared from the 1930s-1940s.

From the Gitche GumeeFrom the Gitche Gumee
19661966

A student utilizing the 6.25” tele-A student utilizing the 6.25” tele-
scope to “inspect the stars.” This is scope to “inspect the stars.” This is 
probably a daylight photo as due probably a daylight photo as due 
to its purpose the observatory is to its purpose the observatory is 

neither heated or particularly well neither heated or particularly well 
lit. lit. 
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wiTh The heavens…

From the Peptomist From the Peptomist 
Apr. 9, 1924 & Oct. 2, 1931Apr. 9, 1924 & Oct. 2, 1931
Papers from the first half of the Papers from the first half of the 
20th century often featured ca-20th century often featured ca-

sual “gossip” columns filled with sual “gossip” columns filled with 
random observation and con-random observation and con-

versation like these starring the versation like these starring the 
observatory and Dr. Schreiber observatory and Dr. Schreiber 

Archivist’s Note: Archivist’s Note:   Atop Barstow Hall there is Atop Barstow Hall there is 
a white painted dome, the present home of the a white painted dome, the present home of the 
University observatory. A hundred year tradi-University observatory. A hundred year tradi-
tion on the campus. Over the years there have tion on the campus. Over the years there have 
been two telescopes and two buildings. The text been two telescopes and two buildings. The text 
for this archives “title” is taken from a poem in for this archives “title” is taken from a poem in 
the 1931 issue of the Gitchee Gumee yearbook.the 1931 issue of the Gitchee Gumee yearbook.

From the From the 
Peptomist Peptomist 

May 24, 1935May 24, 1935
The first ob-The first ob-

servatory was servatory was 
constructed from constructed from 
1923-1924 as ad-1923-1924 as ad-

dition to the heat-dition to the heat-
ing plant located at ing plant located at 
what was then the what was then the 

center of campus. It center of campus. It 
was known as the Ki-was known as the Ki-
wanis observatory as wanis observatory as 

the project was spon-the project was spon-
sored by the Superior sored by the Superior 
chapter. Until at least chapter. Until at least 
the 1950s the school the 1950s the school 

proudly proclaimed that proudly proclaimed that 
they had the only observa-they had the only observa-
tory amongst the former tory amongst the former 

normal schools. normal schools. 

(Left) Yale Univer-(Left) Yale Univer-
sity Photo and (Right) sity Photo and (Right) 
Heinz History CenterHeinz History Center

The original six and a The original six and a 
quarter inch telescope quarter inch telescope 

(this measurement refers (this measurement refers 
to the aperture) has an to the aperture) has an 

interesting back story. It interesting back story. It 
was purchased from the was purchased from the 

personal observatory personal observatory 
of Yale professor Frank of Yale professor Frank 
Schlesinger (left) a pio-Schlesinger (left) a pio-
neer in applying pho-neer in applying pho-

tography to astronomy. The telescope was made by tography to astronomy. The telescope was made by 
John Brashear of Pittsburgh who invented a novel John Brashear of Pittsburgh who invented a novel 
method of lens coating which would be the indus-method of lens coating which would be the indus-

try standard from the 1890s-1930s.try standard from the 1890s-1930s.

From the From the 
Peptomist Peptomist 

Jan. 7, 1966 Jan. 7, 1966 
The original The original 

6.25” telescope 6.25” telescope 
as mounted in as mounted in 

the Barstow ob-the Barstow ob-
servatory after servatory after 

having been having been 
removed from removed from 
the demolished the demolished 
heating plant heating plant 
building. Superior realtor and amatuer astrono-building. Superior realtor and amatuer astrono-

mer Phillip Stratton was the one who orchestrated mer Phillip Stratton was the one who orchestrated 
the Kiwanis club’s purchase and donation of the the Kiwanis club’s purchase and donation of the 

device to the university. He personally headed out device to the university. He personally headed out 
east to obtain the telescope from Dr. Schlesinger.east to obtain the telescope from Dr. Schlesinger.

From the Peptomist From the Peptomist 
September 15, 1959September 15, 1959
This aerial view of the This aerial view of the 
recently completed recently completed 
McCaskill Laboratory McCaskill Laboratory 
building shows the old building shows the old 
heating plant and obser-heating plant and obser-
vatory not far from Bar-vatory not far from Bar-
stow hall where you can stow hall where you can 
see the incomplete obser-see the incomplete obser-

vatory space.vatory space.

From the Gitche GumeeFrom the Gitche Gumee
19371937

Professor Edwin H. Schrieber joined Professor Edwin H. Schrieber joined 
the campus faculty to teach physics in the campus faculty to teach physics in 

1922 and stayed with the university 1922 and stayed with the university 
into the 1960s. He also was the ob-into the 1960s. He also was the ob-

servatory’s steward and operator. The servatory’s steward and operator. The 
current observatory is dubbed the current observatory is dubbed the 

Schrieber Observatory in his honor.Schrieber Observatory in his honor.

The University ArchivesThe University Archives
20212021

After sitting around disused After sitting around disused 
for years in Barstow the for years in Barstow the 

original 6.25” telescope is original 6.25” telescope is 
currently stored in the Uni-currently stored in the Uni-
versity Archives with hopes versity Archives with hopes 

that at some point in the that at some point in the 
future the unique antique future the unique antique 

might be restored.might be restored.

Barstow Hall|2021Barstow Hall|2021
Today the Schrieber observatory houses Today the Schrieber observatory houses 
a 12” computer driven telescope pur-a 12” computer driven telescope pur-

chased in 1978. Today students taking chased in 1978. Today students taking 
basic science courses and astronomy, basic science courses and astronomy, 

when offered, are introduced to it. The when offered, are introduced to it. The 
pandemic has prevented any open houses pandemic has prevented any open houses 

since 2019 but Steven Gebhard who since 2019 but Steven Gebhard who 
manages the observatory is willing to manages the observatory is willing to 

show interested students around. If you’d show interested students around. If you’d 
like to see the observatory or perhaps use like to see the observatory or perhaps use 
it to inspect the sky Steve can be contact-it to inspect the sky Steve can be contact-

ed via email: sgebhard@uwsuper.edued via email: sgebhard@uwsuper.edu


